We propose a co-detection and labeling (CoDeL) 
Introduction
We in this paper tackle the human co-detection problem, which can be defined in the following way. Given N images I = {I 1 , . . . , I N }, which contain a group of M persons denoted as H = {H 1 , . . . , H M }, the objective includes detecting human in the image set and labeling them into groups by their identities.
Human co-detection has its notable merit in many practical computer vision applications. For example, it can help group personal photos not only with face similarity, but also based on respective appearance. Fig. 1 shows an example. Current commercial systems, such as Picasa or facebook, have already provided the human grouping function based on face similarity. These methods work well for frontal faces, but could be less stable for others. Previous human identity grouping research [27, 20, 1] extends faces to torsos, given the fact that a person appearing in multiple images taken in the same day or during the same event often wears the same clothes. Since face detector is vulnerable to headpose variation, not to mention occlusion or back views. This * Both authors contributed equally to this work. makes existing approaches have various limitations when handling challenging data. In this regard, a reliable human detector would be vastly valuable to the community.
For most classical single-image human detectors [5, 29, 6] , input images generally contain pedestrians in standing or walking poses. Our method relaxes this latent constraint in detecting and grouping persons, thus working on data that could fail conventional human detectors and human template matching. Moreover, the possible high variation of backgrounds in different images would make the human template matching really challenging.
Our system makes three assumptions following common knowledge to make the co-detection problem tractable. First, each image in I contains a subset of humans in H. Second, each person can only appear once in one image. Third, only a person with self-consistent appearance in multiple images can be grouped. Obviously, if one is with different dressings across images, identification based on body appearance is almost impossible.
To efficiently utilize the human co-occurrence information in multiple images, we develop a human co-detection and labeling (CoDeL) framework. It is in a semi-supervised learning manner, since the number of manually annotated regions is limited [8] and most existing human detection datasets [6] seldom offer labeling about whether two detected persons actually correspond to the same one.
Our CoDeL follows a co-training scheme [4, 30] to consider insufficiently labeled data. It trains two classifiers, including a detector and a matching classifier, based on two feature sets, which are conditionally independent given the class labels. The detected region gives an indication on which part of the image is used for matching. Meanwhile, the matching process among different images can help retrieve missing data as well as rejecting false alarm for the detector.
In particular, for the detection part, we resort to the deformable part-based model [10, 8] , which exploits edge information, like HOG [5] , to distinguish human from background. Part-based model represents a human hypothesis as multiple flexible parts. It reduces background noise and is also robust to deformation of human body, which often occurs. For the matching process, we build a potential function through a Gaussian process [15] . It not only incorporates the similarity between any two parts [2] but also measures the similarity between two human hypotheses, thus being robust to partial appearance variation. It functions if two candidate regions have similar color and texture features. From another point of view, the two feature sets used by the two classifiers are conditionally independent given human labels.
With the initial annotated human regions and labeled matching region pairs, we train the part-based human detector and matching classifier respectively. We regard the positive outputs of one classifier as the weak positive samples of the other, and iterate this process until reliable classifiers are yielded. In testing, given the trained detector and matching classifier, we apply CoDeL to detect and label human regions.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we propose an iterative co-training framework for human co-detection and labeling. Second, we design a new matching classifier to capture occurrence of the same person. Finally, we conduct experiments on two datasets, including a new one built by us with ground-truth labels. Our empirical results are satisfactory, with performance better than other alternatives.
Related Work
Previous work for human identity grouping [27, 20, 1] usually extracts visual features from face regions and clothes. Performance of the face detector is important in these methods. If faces are heading in different directions or are occluded, the detector could fail. Another stream of human identity identification [18, 21] is to handle videos via trackers. Moreover, Garg et al. [9] matches human in crowd images given the user input as initial label to retrieve under a small-motion assumption. Beyond matching given detected results, Sivic et al. [19] extended the contextual information in family album to improve detection. It can avoid missing persons from face detector. It applies a pictorial structure model on human parts (hair, face and torso), which can be regarded as a special version in our general framework.
Detecting human is a substantial hot topic in computer vision. Started with [5, 29] , the problem is addressed via a two-stage framework including feature extraction and classifier building. Dollár et al. [6] provided a comprehensive survey on it. From the feature perspective, histogram of gradients (HOG) [5] forms a prominent type. Follow-up methods extend it to combination with color [14] , texture feature [23, 25] , etc. In terms of classifiers, linear SVM [5, 25] , Ada-boost [29] and partial least square analysis [17] are among the mainstreams. Most previous human detectors concentrate on pedestrians, where sliding windows are adopted. For general human bodies with large deformation, object detector trained on human datasets performs better. Representative methods include implicit shape model [26] , latent hough transform [16] and deformable part-based model [8] where the latter one provides leading performance as reported in several recent VOC competitions.
Recently, image sets with similar foregrounds were used in several applications. Kim et al. [11] proposed a multiple foreground co-segmentation method, where images are captured for the same group of humans or in the same scene. Bao et al. [2] introduced object co-detection, which finds matched objects from two or multiple related images. It provides a promising direction where the similarforeground assumption gives an essential clue to improve detection. Although this method incorporates a unified energy function on both detection and matching, the two steps are optimized separately. Besides, this model requires a relatively large amount of labeled matching objects in training.
Co-Detection and Labeling
Given a general human detection training set and an additional small set with matching labels, we aim to build a human co-detection and labeling (CoDeL) solution. We start with the human representation.
Human Representation
Following the convention of star models in [8] , our representation contains a root filter r and K part filters denoted as
Since face is potentially important as reported in [27, 20, 1] and the technique for detecting faces [24] is mature, we add the face filter f as an additional constraint for human hypothesis. As long as the ratio of overlapping area between human bounding box and face exceeds a predefined threshold (set to 0.5 in our experiments), face and human are grouped together. The overall human model is defined as H = (r, P, f).
Energy Function for CoDeL
The goal of our CoDeL model is to incorporate the human detecting and matching classifiers in the same framework, so that the two classifiers could help improve each other by adding weak positive samples according to their classification results. The input contains N images denoted as I = {I 1 , . . . , I N }. Our CoDeL framework aims to detect human regions as H = {H 1 , . . . , H M }, and give pair-wise matching scores via the matching classifier. Its energy function contains two parts, expressed as
where H i is the i th human hypothesis in H. The restriction
H l is the set of all human hypotheses in image I l . E u in Eq. (1) is the unary potential term, which measures the compatibility between human hypothesis H i and observed image I n . E m is the matching potential term, measuring pairwise similarity between H i in image I n and human hypotheses set H l in image I l .
Specifically, the unary potential E u for human hypothesis H i in image I n , which is the detection classifier in our CoDeL model, is defined as
where E f is the potential which indicates the likelihood of containing a face in the area. We give this face potential score via the statistical explanation of Ada-boost in [28] as
is a convex function defined on the face region as the sum over weighted outputs of weak classifiers, w f is its parameter set, and y i is the classifier label in this region. The higher the value E f is, the more likely the region contains a face. E h measures the compatibility between image I n and partbased human hypothesis H i represented by {r i , P i }. We adopt the star model in part-based representation as
where E r and E p are the unary potentials for the root and part filters respectively. E c provides the connecting potential for deformation cost between root r i and each part p k i . We define the energy E r , E p and E c following those of [8] .
The second term E m (H i ,I n ,H l ,I l ) in Eq. (1) defines the human hypothesis level matching potential between H i in image I n and the set of hypotheses H l in I l . Perfect matching of the same person contributes a large value to this term. We model matching as
where T (x, t) is a threshold function to measure the similarity between H i and the best matched human hypothesis H j in image I l . Matching is established when T (x, t) = x given the best matching score x ≥ t; otherwise T (x, t) = 0. 
where C is a constant to ensure positiveÊ m (H i , H j ) and y ij is a label, setting to 1 when H i and H j are matched, −1 otherwise. To describe the marginal likelihood explicitly, we introduce a latent function λ and transform the matching value to obtain a valid probability measure as
where σ is a logistic function. For modeling the latent function λ effectively, we adopt Gaussian process (GP) [15] as a nonparametric prior, making the overall marginal likelihood a Gaussian process classifier. In particular, the input of λ is defined as the difference between two stacked feature vectors extracted from parts of human hypotheses respectively. The correspondences of parts for two human hypotheses are obtained similarly as in the part-base model [10] . The covariance function of GP classifier captures the relative importance of both different features and different parts. It is robust against scattered occlusion. In the overall energy Eq. (1), the unary potential corresponds to a classifier based on face and part-based human detectors, which largely rely on edge information. The matching potential, differently, contains a classifier taking part-level similarity scores measured as difference upon color and texture features. The feature sets (edge vs. colortexture) are conditionally independent given human labels, since edges are used to distinguish between human and nonhuman while color and texture are responsible for measuring similarity of two human hypotheses. The two classifiers supplement each other. When the labeled training data are not enough, we can use positive samples produced by one classifier as weak positive ones for updating the other. This semi-supervised manner is named co-training [4, 30] in literatures, which explains why our CoDeL framework works.
Model Learning
In model learning, given a group of training data with part of them containing detected bounding boxes and a subset with labeled human correspondences, we learn the parameters for Eq. (1), i.e., the human detector and matching classifier. To maximize Eq. (1), we first train the initial classifiers with labeled training data, and then update the unary and matching terms iteratively in a co-training manner by exploring unlabeled training data. In each round, the two terms are optimized as follows.
Since frontal faces do not often appear in our dataset, we first obtain the parameter w f in the face detector through training Ada boost [24] on common face dataset and fix it in remaining iterations. Therefore, maximizing the unary term in Eq. (2) is equivalent to arg min
where w r , w p , and w c are the parameters for root, part, and connecting potentials in Eq. (3) respectively. We train the part-based detector for w r , w p , and w c following the setting in [10, 8] . The detector is a two-component mixture model as [8] -visually one for full body and one for upper body. For the matching term in Eq. (5), the input matched pair of GP classifier is represented as a concatenated vector of feature difference. During training GP, we choose the logistic function as the likelihood and resort to Laplace approximation for calculating the desired posterior of the latent function λ. More specifically, the posterior p( λ| H i , H j , y ij ) is approximated by a Gaussian N ( λ|λ, K).λ and K are the approximated mean function and covariance matrix respectively. Our GP covariance function is a full squared exponential. By Bayes rule, the log-posterior Ψ(λ) = log p( λ| H i , H j , y ij ) is expressed as
where p(y ij |λ ) is the logistic likelihood function.λ and K are given byλ
where ∇∇ is the Hessian operator. Note Eq. (9) can be solved efficiently via the Newton-Raphson method [15] . Based on the above two updating steps, we perform cotraining to generate new weak labeled positive samples. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 2 . We first learn two initial classifiers and use the initial trained human detector to test new unlabeled images. Since output of the detector contains no label, they cannot be directly employed by the successive matching classifier. To overcome this problem, we build a confidence criterion based on the probabilistic property of the GP classifier, which lets the mean prediction of the GP learned in last round determine whether two new hypotheses produced by the detector match. The mean prediction of the two human hypotheses H * i and H * j in the GP classifier is defined as
where λ * is the current latent function corresponding to the test pair and H is the initial training human hypotheses set. Whenȳ * ij is above a threshold (0.8 in our experiment), these two human hypotheses are denoted as weak positive and are added to the training data of matching in the next round. This confidence criterion essentially shares the same insight with the rejection option studied in GP classification [15, 3] and provides a very useful hint on finding positive data. Statistical properties of this confidence criterion are demonstrated by the error-reject curve in Section 4.3. Since these input hypotheses are selected from output of the detector with high unary scores, we pass these hypotheses pairs to retrain the matching classifier, illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Given the updated matching classifier, we retrieve weak positive human hypotheses to train the detector, shown in the bottom row in Fig. 2 . First, a base hypotheses pool is generated by a human detector with a low unary score threshold, thus with high recall. For each pair of hypotheses in this base pool, we calculate the total energy in Eq. (1) and discard those with low scores to construct the final complete hypothesis pool. Since the total energy indicates the confidence of a human region, we retrain our detector with data remaining in this complete hypothesis pool.
These two steps iterate in a way to test new data and add them to the training set when confident. It stops when the maximum number of iterations is reached or performance is not improved anymore. Thus, with only a small amount of labeled training data, we can efficiently learn our CoDeL framework via the semi-supervised co-training setting.
Model Inference
In model inference, our goal is to detect human hypotheses and report their corresponding labels on new data given the human detector and matching classifier. We use the face and part-based human detectors to find candidates. The detector is tuned to a low threshold to achieve high recall so that most candidates are included. Then we adopt the GP classifier on each pair of human hypotheses to get the matching score via Eq. (10) .
If the total score for a particular human body in Eq. (1) is above 1.5, we label it as a human body. Therefore, the final confidence includes both the unary and matching scores. If a human region finds similar ones in other images, which are also labeled as human, it becomes more confident. Meanwhile, the detected false-alarm regions have relatively low unary scores and could hardly find matches among other human regions.
With this process, we quickly increase precision and preserve the recall of detection. After we obtain all detected human regions and their pairwise matching potential scores, we assign the human labels via hierarchical clustering [22] , which assures the difference of scores within a cluster is less than a predefined distance.
Experiments
In this section, after describing our experimental settings, we evaluate our method in the following four aspects. 1) How does the co-training setting improve the performance of CoDeL in a semi-supervised manner? 2) How useful is the criteria of confidence in Eq. (10)? 3) Can our matching classifier correctly distinguish between matched pairs and others? 4) How to compare our detection results under the co-detection setting with previous single-image detection methods?
Experimental Settings
In our experiments, we use two datasets. One is the pedestrian dataset provided in [7] where the stereo image pairs serve as a natural source of matched pairs following the setting of [2] . The other dataset, denoted as human co-detection dataset (HCD dataset), is collected by us with some images from the co-segmentation dataset [11] , representative frames in "Big Bang Theory" season 1, etc. It conforms to the assumptions of our human co-detection tasks -that is, each human appears in only part of the image set with consistent appearance. For the pedestrian set [7] , we use 450 pairs of images to train and 354 to test as [7] . For HCD set, we provide around 400 images, 90% of which are for training and 10% for testing. This splitting is repeated 10 times for average accuracy.
To evaluate the detection performance, we report average precision (AP) following the criteria in PASCAL VOC challenge. The matching classifier is evaluated by the classification accuracy with respect to ground truth matching labels. For the part-based detector, we use the star model of DPM-v4 [8] . The training set combines training data from VOC2010, pedestrian set and HCD set. We have two threshold levels according to Fig. 2 . The high threshold is set to 0.7 while the low threshold is -1.0. In the matching part, we use three sets of features to describe similarity in terms of color and texture as in Eq. (5). They include difference of color histograms (32D color histogram on the H channel of LSH color space), difference of LBP features [13] , and the logarithm of matched SIFT [12] point number. Each feature represents a human hypothesis via a stacked vector among all parts. We transform the color and LBP features via PCA to 50D respectively. All parameters are tuned on a hold-out validation set.
Co-training Evaluation
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our cotraining process in a semi-supervised manner. We train CoDeL on an initial set of 20 images from HCD dataset with both bounding box labels and matching labels. Then in each round, we randomly pick 10 new unlabeled images from the remaining ones to conduct co-training described above. We iterate these procedures for 15 rounds and record the precision in each stage, which is evaluated on an independent testing set of 30 images. This process is repeated 10 times to compute AP. The result is shown in Fig. 3 . With increase of unlabeled training data, our co-training system gradually enriches the training set by adding weak positive samples and improves the detection performance.
Error-Reject Curve
We study empirical properties of confidence criteria in Eq. (10), which is used to generate weak labeled human pairs to retrain the matching classifier. The mean prediction value in Eq. (10) of a testing sample is adopted as an indication of rejection. In particular, we calculate the values of all testing pairs in our HCD dataset and regard them as positive if they are above a threshold. With the threshold varying from 0.0 to 1.0, different misclassification error rates are recorded and shown in Fig. 4 . We found that, when the threshold is very low, the misclassification error rate is rather high, since most negative samples are misclassified as positive ones. As the threshold goes up, the error rate drops, Pedestrian [7] Table 1 . Matching accuracy (%) for human co-detection on the pedestrian dataset [7] and our human co-detection (HCD) dataset.
indicating rejection of more negative samples. Threshold around 0.8 gives the smallest error rate.
Matching Classifier
We evaluate the performance of our matching classifier, and show it in Table 1 . All three kinds of features are tested alone with linear SVM and GP classifier. Features of matched SIFT yield good results on the pedestrian dataset because the scales of most persons are small and the majority of them are with dark clothes. In our HCD dataset, people poses are with a large variation and clothes are in different colors, making the performance of SIFT features drop. Other challenges introduced by this dataset include matching pair chosen among all images and background noise caused by deformable body parts. It leads to less perfect results for each type of features. Feature combination performs better on both datasets. Also the GP classifier is consistently better than the linear SVM classifier used in [2] due to its non-liner property.
Co-Detection Results
We compare our method with the widely used face detector [24] , one of state-of-the-art human detectors [8] and object co-detection method [2] . The results are reported in Table 2 .
The face detector cannot deal with the situation that the face is partly or completely missing. It achieves high precision and low recall on our HCD dataset. We do not evaluate this detector on the pedestrian dataset, since faces can hardly be found. Compared to single-image human detector [8] , our matching classifier can increase the score of unreliable human hypotheses when they have confident matches.
We also compare our method with object codetection [2] . The gain is partly due to the matching potential, which captures more informative clues and is robust to deformation, as shown in Section 4.4. Further, our CoDeL framework yields a larger increase on the HCD dataset than that on the pedestrian one, since HCD provides more images with potential matching pairs. We Pedestrian [7] (all) Pedestrian [7] Table 2 . Average precision (%) for human co-detection on the pedestrian dataset [7] and our human co-detection (HCD) dataset. We directly quote results of the object co-detection method reported in [2] . show a few co-detection and labeling results obtained with HCD in Fig. 5 . It is notable that errors may occur when two different human hypotheses are of quite similar appearances, as illustrated in the first row of Fig. 5 . Also, there are several hard cases that cannot be detected, e.g., the last image of the second row and the first two images in row 6. They contain back views or poses that rarely exist in the image data.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a human co-detection and labeling (CoDeL) framework. It is formed in a semi-supervised manner to boost performance given insufficient labels. Also we define our matching classifier via a Gaussian process on the human hypothesis level. Experiments demonstrate our approach produces reasonable matching and detection results compared with other methods.
Our future work includes extending the matching classifier by integrating spatial relationship among parts. Also we will build an online algorithm.
